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After a devastating act of war by the Whisperers, Rick must chart a path for his community. But
when his leadership is questioned, how will he respond? Collects THE WALKING DEAD
#145-150.

“With its moral complexity and a graphic hybrid of Soviet Expressionism and Fifties comic book
styling, Red Son is a charming and potent work.” —The Guardian“It is an interesting analysis of
the Superman mythos, as well as Superman himself.” —Examiner“A strong character study.” —
PopMattersNamed one of “The 30 Comic Books You Should Have Read” by Empire
Magazine.Named one of “The 20 Best Graphic Novels of the Decade” by Paste MagazineOne of
“12 Superman Stories Everyone Absolutely Needs To Read” by Buzzfeed About the
AuthorMark Millar has written some of the most successful English-language comics in recent
years. His recent projects are Marvel's Civil War, Ultimates 2, Ultimate Fantastic Four and
Wolverine. Civil War was featured on everything from CNN to MTV for the public unmasking of
Spider-Man. His comic Wanted was a hit movie in 2008 starring Angelina Jolie.
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Dustin Evans, “Easily the best ongoing series available in my honest opinion!. Easily the best
ongoing series available in my honest opinion. This series (Graphic Novels) is consistently
throwing jabs at your heart and mind. You will NOT regret purchasing this, just make sure you
start from Volume 1. There is honestly not a bad volume in the series and the story and pace
never slows gets boring or repeats itself. It also will not let go of your heart or mind. Many times
you will find yourself thinking to yourself, asking..."What would I do?"If you or a friend consider
yourselves to be even the slightest bit of a "fan" of either the AMC TV series "The Walking Dead"
or "Fear The Walking Dead" you will not want to miss reading this ongoing series. It is a very
easy read, yet not "dumb'ed down" if you will, in the least. I can't put it down. Be aware though,
just like the TV series, this is NOT for young readers.Robert Kirkman...What a plot, what a
story...pure genius!”

J.S., “Stay Frosty, People. Another riveting chapter in the ongoing serial, NO TURNING BACK
also serves to sort of reinforce what has become the central theme in Kirkman's saga:
tumultuous and tragic events only become that much worse when emotion and anger dictate
action. Throughout the series, we've seen hotheaded fury and short-sighted desire for revenge
end with horrible repercussions for the innocent, or sometimes all parties involved.This
installment finds a quiet moment or two to deal with grief, a complicated emotion. Some of these
characters have been carrying it around with them for years, wondering if the pain will ever
lessen. Kirkman seems to have been waiting for some time to finally have the characters
express themselves on this, and his dialogue feels honest and unstilted.Sigh. The next six
months is gonna be a tough wait.”

Brandon, “Kind of a Let Down. I guess this is more of a review on the volumes than this particular
volume. This volume itself was as good as expected and I had no problems with it. However,
being my first volume (I typically read the individual issues) I am a bit disappointed. When I got
to the end, I was looking for more until I borrowed an individual issue from a friend and realized it
isn't broken up into the individual issues but that it combines them as one large issue. I know I'm
getting most of the same content sans the reader comments of the previous issue at the end. So
really it's a mental thing. Would enjoy it more if it were broken up so I better understood where I
was at.TLDR; if you like the satisfaction of completing an issue and knowing you are close to the
end, just buy issues. If you prefer it to be all one continuous flow; get the volume. Still a great
read, just didn't know what I was getting myself into.”

Bob DeBusk, “The Zombie Apocalypse rolls on!. As I am currently reading Volume 25 of this
book series I am obviously a fan of the comics. I don't want to say anything about the plot, but
the book continues the same wild ride as everything before. I am always worried about the
characters, as each turn of the page could lead to another favorite character meeting their end.



When I was a child I read and collected comic books religiously, but eventually fell out of the
hobby as I got older. Even now I still don't read comics, with the exception of The Walking Dead.
I don't know what it is about this series that sets it apart from all others, but whatever it is it's got
me hooked! I can't wait to see where the story goes next!”

Preston O'Donley, “Best ever in the universe. The beauty and awe these comics strike you with is
bewildering. All this deserves is perfect. The Walking Dead will make you addicted to it, just like
heroin, and it will be awesome. This is so good. If you haven’t read them then you are missing
out on quality.”

Paul Tapner, “What to do. Volume twenty five in the series of paperbacks which collect issues of
the Walking Dead. The popular horror comic about people struggling to survive after the world is
overrun by Zombies.This volume is not a jumping on point. New readers should start with
volume one.As usual with this series, the paperback collects six issues of the comic - in this
case 145-150 - and runs all of them together into one long volume of black and white artwork.
But it is easy to tell where one issue ends and another begins.After the shocking end to volume
twenty four, the question for all the characters here is: what to do in response?And all the issues
here focus on that. Feelings run high. Their peaceful existence has been shattered. But is
revenge the best long term plan? And how will Rick's leadership stand up to this?Those who like
zombie action will be disappointed, because you don't see a single walker in any of this. There's
a couple of fight scenes but you can't really call them action. The thrust of this is solid character
drama, continuing one of the main threads of the series. The question of what you might do if
you tried to rebuild society.Characters who have been through a lot have to consider that. And
thus so does the reader as well. In a volume that offers a lot of interesting food for thought.As
you can see from the cover, Negan is involved also. In some absolutely riveting
scenes.Everything does come together very well in a memorable ending, with Rick reaching the
end of a little character arc. And it's a very strong ending with a promise of what's coming next
that, as ever, will leave you impatient to see it happen.A really great character based volume,
and another five star read in this series.”

shar, “Five star. Excellent delivery and quality”

Paul G, “The Walking Dead Comics. Great Comics, Better than TV Show.”

Robert19203, “Get's better and better. Fantastic read, never a dull moment in the comics which
sadly cannot be said for the TV show. It flows through the story perfectly and had me on the
edge, can't wait for the next volume.”

ludoDown, “Awesome as always! x. What do you need to know, its the comic of Walking dead,
and its bloody brilliant! Must start from the beginning though, as its a tad different from the show!



I prefer the books tbh! x”

The book by Mark Millar has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 833 people have provided feedback.
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